Often the diagnostic process of interview and investigation entails a complex but routine sequence of decisions.' Guidelines based on advance analysis of a general form of each problem may therefore simplify the management ofindividual patients. Abdominal, back, and chest pain; gastrointestinal bleeding; diarrhoea; dysuria; mild dyskaryosis; vaginal discharge; head injury; and epilepsy have all been seen as amenable to this process,26 and writing guidelines for such routine cases has become fashionable. 7 Stimulus for this comes from evidence that opinion on diagnosis and management may vary greatly,' with wide, unjustifiable variations in clinical practice.9 Differences do not necessarily directly disadvantage the patient, but they form the central difficulty in managing a health system that is, simplistically, just the sum of all individual clinical decisions. Other potentially conflicting pressures have arisen from the requirements to define good practice for clinical audit and cost effective investigation and to define negligent practice for legal purposes.
The Royal College of Pathologists and the Audit Commission have both endorsed guidelines for investigation as a way to control the demand for medical laboratory services, which cost the NHS one third of a billion pounds each year.'0 The Royal College of Radiologists has drawn up guidelines on the use of 12 '7 The best form for guidelines and their effectiveness in practice remain unclear. Most current British guidelines are descriptive accounts of principles of good practice decided in a pragmatic, unstructured way by expert groups supported by reviews of published work with some formal analysis of controlled trials, including meta-analysis. 18 The group approach, however, has serious flaws. It continues the biases of traditional, empirical, medical practice, evolved from collective personal experience, which is sanctioned by experts. Conventionally the controlled trial has held primacy as the established tool to give the best answer to questions about nanaging patients. The breadth of problems and possible solutions, the rapid changes in diagnostic techniques, and wide variation in performance and resources among different doctors and centres make its exclusive use unrealistic. 26 Operational research into clinical practice presents an attractive option.27 There are two difficulties: firstly, the right information is not currently collected, and, secondly, its analysis demands suitable methodology and facilities. The information revolution that is slowly gathering pace in the NHS could eventually help. Steering information collection away from general management towards clinical management is long overdue, but universal, uncritical, open ended collection of data is no answer. Doctors, through the professional bodies that have assumed responsibility for guidelines and audit, need to claim ownership of the new information systems urgently. Foresight is needed to identify clinically and epidemiologically important problems and to define the data needed to establish a future generation of guidelines. Selective, active, cooperation is required to obtain relevant data on specific clinical problems from multiple centres. Such data must be validated for reproducibility and interobserver and intraobserver variation, and careful control and matching of cases are essential. Furthermore, studies of the process of diagnosis need supplementing by examination of its effects on outcome and patients' choice.2' Eddy claims that there are four stages in developing guidelines: global subjective, evidence based, outcome based, and preference based. But these are really different, concurrent aspects of a continuing process. 29 Systematic, collaborative collection and analysis of data would allow the creation of precise guidelines (or protocols) with a structured, logical approach to a closely specified clinical problem, employing only appropriate, reproducible data from each case. Such protocols have been proved to be of value in paramedical practice, specifically setting out how to establish a given threshold ofdiagnostic certainty for a defined problem.
Investigative protocols would give doctors accurate information on the technical performance of medical diagnosis. A portfolio of protocols could be constructed from which the most appropriate could be selected for local use This is compatible with the findings of two large studies. In the Australian therapeutic trial nearly half the placebo group had blood pressures below the entrance criteria after three years. In the Medical Research Council's trial of treatment of mild hypertension between one third and one half of the placebo group had diastolic blood pressures below 90 mm Hg (phase V) on one of their anniversary visits, and almost one fifth had values below this at the end of three anniversary visits.
